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We explore phase transitions of polariton wave packets, first, to a soliton and then to a standing wave
polariton condensate in a multimode microwire system, mediated by nonlinear polariton interactions. At
low excitation density, we observe ballistic propagation of the multimode polariton wave packets arising
from the interference between different transverse modes. With increasing excitation density, the wave
packets transform into single-mode bright solitons due to effects of both intermodal and intramodal
polariton-polariton scattering. Further increase of the excitation density increases thermalization speed,
leading to relaxation of the polariton density from a solitonic spectrum distribution in momentum space
down to low momenta, with the resultant formation of a nonequilibrium condensate manifested by a
standing wave pattern across the whole sample.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.120.167402
Introduction.—Self-organization of nonlinear waves
plays a fundamental role in a wide variety of phenomena,
which in many cases has shaped the development of key
areas of modern physics. These effects include Bose-
Einstein condensation (BEC) [1], spontaneous pattern for-
mation [2], turbulence, solitons [3], and topological defects.
Solitons are self-sustained objects characterized by energy
localization in space and time through a balance between
nonlinearity and dispersion. They contain a broad spectrum
of waves with different energies and momenta. By contrast,
BEC is characterized by a quasihomogeneous density
distribution in real space and a narrow spectrum in momen-
tum space. Both have been observed in cold atomic gases
[4,5] and polariton systems [6].
In nonlinear optics, the interplay between nonlinearity,
spatial, and temporal degrees of freedom is particularly
interesting. It enables the study of ultrabroadband emission
and multimode solitons [7] in fibers and BEC-like con-
densation of classical waves in nonlinear crystals [8]. Both
effects arise from scattering between different transverse
modes [7,9]. Describing such complex systems analytically
or numerically poses great challenges. Kinetic wave theory
and principles of thermodynamics [10,11] have been used to
explain supercontinuum generation in optical fibers [12],
incoherent spectral solitons [13,14], and polariton conden-
sation [15], while coupled nonlinear Schrödinger equations,
which neglect any incoherent wave population, have been
used to describe multimode solitons [16,17].
Polaritons in optical microresonators, where strong exci-
ton-photon hybridization enables giant χð3Þ optical non-
linearity [18,19], form a unique laboratory for the study of
nonlinear collective phenomena, including BEC and polar-
iton lasing [20–23], self-organization through multiple
polariton-polariton scattering [24], quantized vortices
[25,26], and solitons [27–29]. While in planar 2D micro-
cavities polariton-polariton scattering usually occurs
between the states residing in a single band formed by
the lower polariton branch [30], a range of scattering
channels opens up in laterally confined systems, such as
microcavity wires (MCWs) [31,32], where nonlinear inter-
actions can mix between different transverse polariton
modes [33]. Theoretically, this mixing can lead to competi-
tion between modes of different parity and formation of
parity switching waves and parity solitons under static
nonresonant excitation [34,35].
In this Letter, we demonstrate, both experimentally and
numerically, an evolution of a multimode polariton system
between phases of contrasting properties: multimode wave
packet→ soliton→ soliton doublet→ dynamic condensate.
The crucial ingredients for the observed evolution are the
specific shape of the microcavity polariton dispersion,
arising from strong exciton-photon coupling, where the sign
of the polariton effective mass changes from positive to
negative with increasing momentum, the existence of multi-
ple transverse modes, and strong polariton nonlinearities. In
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the nonlinear regime, polariton-polariton interactions redis-
tribute the particles between several transverse lower polar-
iton modes. At intermediate powers, propagating bright
single- and double-peak solitons form, which are charac-
terized by a dominant occupation in a finite range of nonzero
momenta just above the point of inflexion of the dispersion
curve. At even stronger excitation, cascading polariton-
polariton and polariton-exciton scattering leads to relaxation
of the polariton density from the solitonic mode to lower
momenta, and a nonequilibrium analog of BEC is formed,
characterized by a standing wave pattern. It is possible to
achieve this quasithermalized state because the long polar-
iton lifetime of ≃30 ps and very strong Kerr-like polariton
nonlinearity (leading to interaction times much shorter then
the lifetime) allow efficient redistribution of polariton den-
sity. These observations are realized in a 100 μm-longMCW.
To compare the experimental results with theoreti-
cally expected behavior, we used the generalized Gross-
Pitaevskii equation (see, e.g., [36]), with an additional
phenomenological nonradiative excitonic decay accounting
for decoherence. Details of the modeling are given in the
Supplemental Material [37]. Previously, conservative
bright polariton solitons have been reported in a narrow
and long MCW [41], where only the ground polariton
transverse mode was excited and multimode evolution,
mode competition, or standing wave condensation were
not observed. In multimode polariton systems, condensa-
tion [31,32] and ballistic propagation [42] have only
been reported separately. In optical fibers, where typically
solitons and supercontinuum generation are observed (see,
e.g., [43]), spectral narrowing [44] and spectral condensa-
tion in ultralong fiber lasers [45] were reported, but again a
transition from soliton to condensate behavior was not
observed.
Results.—Our sample is a 3λ=2 microcavity with 3
InGaAs quantum wells (10 nm thick, 4% indium) and
was previously described in Ref. [46]. Distributed Bragg
mirrors are GaAs=AlGaAs (85% Al) with 26 (23) repeats
on the bottom (top) mirror. The Rabi splitting and polariton
lifetime are ≃4.12 meV and ≃30 ps. The top mirror was
partially etched defining 100 μm-long, 8 μm-wide mesas
[Fig. 1(a)]. The lateral confinement of the photonic mode
generates discrete energy levels labeled as n ¼ 0; 1; 2;….
(where n is the number of nodes in the photon field
distribution across the wire), which can be seen in the
far-field polariton photoluminescence under a low-power
nonresonant excitation [Fig. 1(b)]. The ground, n ¼ 0,
photonic mode is detuned by ≃ − 4.07 meV from the
exciton at 1490 meV.
We applied a quasiresonant pulsed excitation laser at an
angle of incidence relative to the sample top surface
corresponding to kx ≃ 2.4 μm
−1 and ky ≃ 0. The excitation
beam was spectrally filtered to approximately 5–7 ps
duration FWHM (corresponding to ≃0.3 meV energy
width) and focused into a spot size of ≃20 μm close to
one end of the wire. The finite width of the pulse in
momentum,Δkx ≃ 0.4 μm
−1, as well as Rayleigh scattering
from the edges of the etched MCW enables efficient
excitation of three (n ¼ 0, 1, 2) transverse lower polariton
modes [Fig. 2(e)].We start with the lowest excitation power,
P1 ¼ 90 μW (Fig. 2), corresponding to P0 ¼ 1 meV μm
−2
in the numerical modeling [37], when polariton-polariton
interactions are negligible. The excited polariton modes
have different group velocities in the range of∼1–3 μm=ps,
which, in addition to polariton group velocity disper-
sion (GVD) of each transverse polariton mode, leads to
spreading of the pulse in real space. The interference
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FIG. 1. (a) SEM image of the sample with etched microwires.
The 8 × 100 μmwire is shaded in yellow. (b) Energy-momentum
dispersion of the lower polariton branch measured across the
wire, along the y axis, showing different energy modes arising
from lateral photonic confinement. The fine modulation of the
mode dispersions arises from interference due to reflection from
the polished side of the substrate [47].
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FIG. 2. Low-power, P1 ¼ 90 μW, emission characterization.
(a)–(d) Reconstructed real-space images of the polariton pulse
propagating in the MCW at different times. White dashed
rectangles show the outline of the MCW. Arrows in lower right
corners indicate the direction of travel of the pulses. (e)–(h) The
corresponding snapshots of the momentum space at the same
times as (a)–(d), respectively. All pseudocolor scales are linear
zero to one, and numbers in top right corners of each panel are
intensity scaling factors applied to data for each panel.
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between the transverse modes also results in a visible
“snaking” (see Ref. [42]) of the pulse in real space
[Fig. 2(a) and in the theory Figs. S3(a)–S3(c)] with fre-
quency ωs ¼ ℏðk
2
x;n¼0 − k
2
x;n¼1Þ=2m; see Fig. S4.
The long polariton lifetime allows us to observe several
cycles of the pulse moving back and forth along the wire.
Figure 2 provides several snapshots of this process, showing
the real-space images and the corresponding k-space distri-
butions. Within ≃30 ps after the excitation, the front of the
pulse quickly reaches the end of the wire, where it is
elastically reflected backwards so that the momentum of
polariton emission changes its sign [Fig. 2(f)] [48]. The same
is seen in the modeling in Figs. S2(f) and S2(j). During re-
flections from the ends of thewire, polaritonmodes of higher
orders, i.e.,n ¼ 3 and4, are also populated through the elastic
scattering of the pulse from imperfections [Figs. 2(f)–2(h)].
The interference between low- and high-order modes enhan-
ces the overall pulse spreading and produces more complex
real-space patterns [Figs. 2(b)–2(d)]. Overall, at the lowpump
power, the momentum emission associated with different
modes is almost the same at ≃10 and ≃90 ps, confirming
low efficiency of polariton relaxation in energy-momentum
space due to weak interactions with phonons, which is also
reproduced in our modeling (see Fig. S3 of the Supplemental
Material [37]).
At intermediate power, P2 ¼ 540 μW, corresponding to
P0 ¼ 5 meV μm
−2 in the numerical modeling [37], the
excitation k vector plays a crucial role. Namely, since the
point of inflexion of the lower polariton mode (n ¼ 0) is at
≃2.1 μm−1, polaritons excited by the pump in n ¼ 0 have a
negative effective mass. Hence, the interplay of the polar-
iton GVD with the repulsive interactions can enable soliton
formation [28]. Snapshots of pulse evolution in real and
momentum space are shown in Fig 3. The initial pulse
propagation is very similar to the case of the low power P1,
as can be seen by comparing panels (a) and (b) in Figs. 3
and 2. However, in contrast to the low-power behavior,
here, at later times (50–80 ps), the polariton nonlinearity
results in the emergence of a single dominant mode, when
individual energy levels can no longer be resolved in the
momentum space [Figs. 3(f) and 3(g), also Figs. S4(c)–S4(g),
S4(j), and S4(k) of the Supplemental Material [37] ], which
coincides with a significant narrowing of the pulse in real
space (and hence in time) down to ≃10 μm, as in
Fig. 3(c). The ratio between the peak intensities at 50–
80 ps and 10 ps [Figs. 3(f)–3(h)] is≃1.6 times higher than the
same ratio at low power [Figs. 2(f)–2(h)]. This is consistent
with the concentration of pulse energy in the ground mode.
Kerr-like nonlinear interactions between transverse
photonic modes in nonlinear crystals and optical fibers
have been shown to lead to emergence of solitons and
condensation of classical waves [8,11]. A similar process
occurs in the polariton MCW, where polaritons, excited
within a certain momentum (energy) range, populate other
initially empty polariton states through nonlinear polariton-
polariton scattering. In turn, this maximizes the population
of the ground mode n ¼ 0 in the range of high momenta
(k ∼ 2–2.5 μm−1). The interplay between negative polar-
iton mass and nonlinear repulsive interactions between
polaritons with different momenta in the ground mode
leads to self-focusing and evolution of the system towards a
temporal soliton at 50–75 ps. Some of the corresponding
scattering channels are depicted in Fig. 4(a): interactions
between polaritons residing initially in modes n ¼ 1 and 2
result in a drastic increase of occupation in mode n ¼ 0 as
well as the occupation of higher order modes (n ¼ 3, 4, and
5). Furthermore, both intermodal and intramodal scattering
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FIG. 4. (a) Schematic of some of the possible combinations
for intermodal polariton scattering in k space at a fixed energy
(≃1.488 eV); the colored ovals approximate location and width
of different lower polariton energy modes. (b) Schematic of
intramodal polariton-polariton and polariton-exciton scattering
leading to polariton relaxation. The inset corresponds to inter-
modal scattering shown in (a).
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FIG. 3. Medium-power, P2 ¼ 540 μW, emission characteriza-
tion for different times. Description of (a)–(h) is the same as
in Fig. 2.
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spreads the polariton population over a large range of k
vectors, thus minimizing peak intensities in momentum
space of the excited transverse (n ≥ 1) modes relative to the
solitonic emission at n ¼ 0. Note that the polariton pop-
ulation (and hence nonlinearity) diminishes with time due
to the finite lifetime, which together with the GVD leads to
broadening of the wave packet at later times (> 75 ps). The
experimental results in Figs. 3(f)–3(h) are reproduced by
the numerical modeling only when we include coherent
interactions between multiple transverse modes (see
Fig. S4 of the Supplemental Material [37]).
The soliton regime described above does not correspond
to a thermalized state, which is not achievable at the
intermediate excitation power due to the finite polariton
lifetime. However, at a higher excitation power, thermal-
ization can speed up due to the increased rate of polariton-
polariton scattering. At P3 ¼ 800 μW, corresponding to
P0 ¼ 7 meV μm
−2 in the numerical modeling [37], a
soliton doublet [29], corresponding to the soliton fission
regime, emerges already at 10–15 ps after the excitation
and remains stable until ≃75 ps [Figs. 5(b) and 5(c)]. By
30–40 ps, the emission follows the ky profile of the ground
mode, with a single antinode, and has the broad modulated
spectrum arising from broadband inter- and intramodal
polariton-polariton scattering (modulation instability), as
can be seen in Figs. 5(h) and 5(i). A large part of the soliton
doublet spectrum now lies below the point of inflexion (at
kx ≃ 1.8 μm
−1), in the region where polariton effective
mass is positive and where wave packet defocusing is
expected. In this case, solitons can give up their energy to
extended dispersive modes with lower k vectors via
Cherenkov radiation [41,49,50]. From a microscopical
point of view, this process again can be understood as a
result of multiple polariton-polariton scattering events.
During each of these, a pair of polaritons of the same
energy scatter one to a lower and the second to a higher
energy state. This mechanism results in a gradual shift of
the maximum of the polariton distribution to lower k
vectors since the high-energy, high-k polaritons experience
greater losses due to scattering to high-density, high-
momenta excitonlike states, the so-called exciton reservoir
[51]. The losses may arise from interaction of polaritons
with excitonic disorder [52,53] or polariton-phonon and
polariton-electron scattering [54]. The mechanisms involv-
ing the reservoir are not directly taken into account in our
numerical modeling (which reproduces experimental
results well, see Fig. S5 of the Supplemental Material
[37]), but are accounted for phenomenologically by intro-
ducing excitonic decay rates higher than photonic.
Furthermore, even though the energy of the lower polariton
states is below that of bare uncoupled excitons, coherent
pair polariton-polariton scattering may also effectively
populate the latter mainly due to a very high density of
exciton states [Fig. 4(a)]. This is confirmed by our
simulations [see Figs. S5(j)–S5(l) of the Supplemental
Material [37]]. Finally, note that polariton scattering with
high-momenta excitons shown in Fig. 4(b) probably also
plays an important role in the polariton relaxation [55].
Therefore, a number of mechanisms are potentially
involved in spectral redistribution of polaritons in the wave
packet.
At ≃75 ps, slow counterpropagating waves emerge in
the wire at kx ≃0.8–1 μm
−1 leading to formation of a
modulated tail behind the doublet. At ≃100 ps, the polar-
iton emission mostly peaks at kx ≃ 0.5–0.7 μm
−1, lower
than the momentum of the excitation pulse. This corre-
sponds to onset of a standing wave with 17 maxima seen in
Figs. 5(d)–5(f). The same effect is also observed in our
modeling in Figs. S5(d), S5(h), and S5(j) of the
Supplemental Material [37]. This standing wave arises
from the interference across the whole wire between two
waves at kx ≃0.5–0.6 μm
−1, which are long-range and
coherent and hence form a macroscopically occupied state
(a dynamic analog of a nonequilibrium BEC).
Discussion.—Our findings show that, in a sample with a
long polariton lifetime, condensates can emerge out of a
resonantly excited polariton cloud. By varying the energy,
bandwidth, and power of the excitation pulse, it is possible
to control the excited polariton modes and their energy-
momentum distributions. Resonant excitation can also
allow control of the spin degree of freedom, which can
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FIG. 5. High-power, P3 ¼ 800 μW, emission characterization
for different times. (a)–(f) Reconstructed real-space images of the
polariton pulse propagating in the MCWat different times. White
dashed rectangles show the outline of the MCW. Arrows in lower
right corners indicate the direction of travel of the pulses. (g)–(j)
Corresponding snapshots of the momentum space at the same
times as (a)–(d), respectively. All pseudocolor scales are linear
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be useful for investigation of Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-
Thouless phases [56] associated with the emergence of
half- or full-spin vortex excitations in polariton systems
with spin-anisotropic interactions [57], so far a completely
unexplored field.
All our experimental observations are qualitatively
reproduced by our numerical modeling. This shows that
the condensation arises fundamentally from the very strong
nonlinear response in the generalized Gross-Pitaevskii
equation (GPE) used to describe the polariton system.
While we employ direct numerical integration, wave
turbulence theories have been applied to a wide variety
of GPE-type systems to explain classical condensation as
irreversible evolution to a thermodynamic equilibrium state
[10]. In 3D, condensation to either soliton [58] or cw [11]
states has been studied for focusing or defocusing con-
ditions, respectively. Condensation was also shown theo-
retically for nonlocal and saturable nonlinearities and
defocusing 2D and multimode waveguide systems [10].
The microcavity polariton dispersion provides a transition
from focusing to defocusing as the mass changes sign and
we observe the transition from solitonic to condensate final
state with increasing density, even though the pump always
corresponds to focusing conditions. An interesting exper-
imental and theoretical perspective would be to study the
equilibrium state of systems with this dispersion. We note
also that one can extend theories to account for the
couplings to phonon and exciton reservoirs present in
polariton systems using kinetic Boltzmann [59] or stochas-
tic GPE [60] approaches.
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